Introduction
The injectives in some varieties of completely regular semigroups are known. In particular the injectives are known in the following varieties: any variety of bands (Gerhard [2] ); any variety of groups [l] and Kovacs-Newman [6] ); any variety of completely simple semigroups (Trotter [12] ); and the variety of all semilattices of abelian groups (Schein [ll] ). In this paper the semigroups of the title will be specified.
The paper begins with definitions and statements of the relevant results from [l, 2,6, 121. In the next section it is shown that any injective in a variety of completely regular semigroups is an orthodox normal band of groups with retractions for its structure maps.
In Section 3 the investigation is restricted to semilattices of groups that are injectives in a variety Yof completely regular semigroups.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a semilattice of groups to be a "Y-injective are obtained. In Section 4 the semilattice of groups results are generalised so that a description of the remaining injectives in "Y can be given.
Preliminary results and definitions
A semigroup is completely regular if and only if it is a union of its subgroups. The 97~ relation on a completely regular semigroup S is the least semilattice congruence on S and the g-classes are completely simple subsemigroups of S (see [4] ). We will write S= U {S,: OJET} r=S/g, S, is a g-class of S.
Let E(S) denote the set of idempotents of S. For x E S let xP1 ES be the inverse of x that is ,X-related to x and x0 = xx-].
The completely regular semigroup S is a normal band of groups if and only if there exist homomorphisms I,U~J : S, + Sb for each a, /3~ r where a>/?, such that I//~,~ is the identity map, I+v~,~w~,~= wrx,Y if j3r y, and W=Wa,ap(YW~,a~)~ XESa, YES/P Call I,v~,~ a structure map of S. If S is a normal band of groups write S= [r; S,, WaJl.
By [7] the class of all completely regular semigroups is the variety of universal algebras with an associative binary operation and a unary operation x+x-l such that xx-'x=x, xP'xxP1 =x-l and xx-' =x-*x. The following notation will be used: 
where HK = {hk: h E H, k E K}. It should be noted that in the special cases where SE ~V33 or SE 3%??!!3, these definitions coincide with those in [2] and [lo] respectively. Remark 1.1. If S is a complete and infinitely distributive normal band of groups then S=S". This is because the empty set 0 is a compatible subset of H. Since for any s E S, {s} is compatible and s = V {s} then by infinite distributivity s(V 0) = (V0)s=V0.
Suppose "YE L$?( E?%! ) and I E % Define Z to be a 'V-injective if and only if for each pair S, TE V such that S is a subsemigroup of T, any homomorphism from S into I extends to a homomorphism from T into I. If S and T are semigroups such that 0 : T + S and 0 : S + T are homomorphisms and t9@ is the identity map on S, then S is a retract of T and @ is a retraction.
It is easy to see that a direct product of "V-injectives is a cinjective, and every retract of a Winjective is a Winjective.
Furthermore In [l, 61 the injectives in a variety of groups are described; they are all abelian groups. Use will be made of the following corollary of the results of [l, 61. Define the exponent of a variety of groups %J' to be the least positive integer n such that xn = 1 is a law in v, if there is no such n we say the exponent is infinite. Theorem 1.4. Suppose %"~5? (9) Proof. Let Z be as in (3) with jr1 > 1; otherwise the result is trivial. Select eEE (Z,) and let S = {e) UZ, be a subsemigroup of Z for some ,?/I in Z. We may select a completely simple semigroup C with an idempotent e such that there is an iso- If Z is also orthodox, then the natural homomorphism ti# induced by %' is a retraction onto E(Z). Hence by Proposition 2.1, if Z is a W-injective for YE 9(g5? ) then, so is E(Z).
Proposition

Suppose there exists VE VE~( @?A?) such that B is not a congruence on V. Zf Z is a Wnjective, then ZE BWBFJ.
Proof. There exist 9??-classes R, and R, of V such that R,R, is not contained in an 59-class. Let S be the g-class of V that contains R,R,, and let T= R, U R2 US be a subsemigroup of V. Clearly S, TE 'K Select rE R, and let R be the &?-class in S that contains rR,; R exists since 9 is a left congruence on V. Since This map extends to a homomorphism I,M : T-t Z by injectivity. Because 9? is a congruence on Z and r, s E R, , we have that (ry)@%(sy)@ for any y E R,. But then aBb in Z, which is a contradiction. 0
Semilattices of groups
The aim initially is to find necessary conditions for a semilattice of groups ZE YE [99, GE] to be a W-injective. It will be shown that a direct product of % injective groups with adjoined zeros is a %Linjective and that a semigroup satisfying the necessary conditions is a retract of such a direct product. So the necessary conditions are also sufficient. We proceed by showing that if I,U can be chosen whenever S and T satisfy (j), then I,U can be chosen when S and T satisfy (j -l), iis jc vi. The proof will be completed by showing that w can be chosen in case (vi 
Case (iii). TEKQ?~, so for t E T, and eeE(Tb), a,/3~12, we have te= ty/, aaewD, ab = tvc, a~ = et. Hence A =E(T)UE(T)S
is an inverse subsemigroup of T. By Remark 1.1, T= To and S= So. We may assume that S and T have a common zero and O@J = 0. Since S is complete, we may 
io), (ab-')Wq,u E E(T)=E(S), so ab-' ES by property (vi). By (8), (ab-')W~,a~a=(ab-')~, = (ab-')ly, E G, so (ab-')t,u//,
By Proposition 3.2,1= 7. Since 7 has projections for structure maps, it follows from (4)- (7) We choose f=(x~'q',...,~~4"r).
0
The converse of Proposition 3.1 can now be proved.
Theorem 3.7. Let V"E [E.?, B?&?] and Z= [r; Z,, I,u,,~] E EE!?. Then Z is a W-injective if and only if Z is complete and infinitely distributive, I+v~,~ is a retraction and ker r,!~~,~ is a W-injective group for each a, /I E r, a I/I.
Proof. The necessity of the conditions follows from Proposition 3.1. So assume the conditions.
We will prove that Z is a retract of f as defined in (10). The result will then be a consequence of Corollary 3.5. Recall that by (13), A embeds Z in 1. Also note that by Theorem 1.4, r^ and Z are semilattices of abelian groups; that is, they are commutative. 
UEM.
If k"u=kmuEZA for some U,UEM, then k"-" Gs,, = knemuo EM. Hence either k&,, l A4 or n = m. If k&,, EM, then k"u = kmu e M and 6 L y where we set y = k"u. and kk-'t,vy,cr=f. Then ktyy,. is an upper bound for P, so we must have kt,uy,. = v P, the unique upper bound of P in Hf. Thus VP is the least upper bound of P in I, and Z is complete.
If P and Q are compatible sets in Z, then by the infinite distributivity of E(Z), V (PQ) and (V P)(V Q) lie in the same %-class. Clearly (V P)(V Q) is an upper bound of every element of PQ so V (PQ) = (V P)(V Q).
Conversely, suppose Z satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Assume Z$K%%; otherwise the result follows from Theorem 3.7. By (iii), either &F or 99 is a congruence for every member of Wand by (i) the comments and construction associated with (15), (16) and (17) apply for I. The subsemigroup H satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.7, so H is a W-injective.
Let S, TE Ywhere S is a subsemigroup of T and let @ : S + Z be a homomorphism. Since H is a Vinjective, there is a homomorphism I,V~ : T-+ H that extends 40. Suppose the g-relations on S and T respectively are 9s and 9, and that g, is a congruence.
Since TE t%?i?, gs is the restriction of gr to S. Hence we may regard S/g, as being a subsemigroup of T/9?,. If awl, then by (15) By (15) and since x-'xyP1y = (xy))'xy is a law in 6'f)J+E?FJ it follows that Gr. is a homomorphism. Since E(Z) is a (Vtl95')-injective by (i) and Theorem 1.2, and S/gs is a subsemigroup of T/ii?, in "Yna, there is a homomorphism IJJ~ : T/9,+ E(Z) that extends QL. Clearly 5?tGL extends to ,Wf yL.
If 95?r is a congruence on T, we may dually define a homomorphism QR : S/Ss -+ E(Z) by ~a,@, = (ssY')@e, and extend it to WR : T/B,-+E(Z).
Also, ?!%!fwR extends ai%R.
By our assumptions, Z$E.W and either 9 is a congruence on every member of P', or $9 is. Suppose ZE.%JK%'~; then 9r is a congruence by (iii). Since IE $?.,K~$J, e is a left identity of I. So for s E S s@ = s@((s~'s)@) = e(sf$)ee((sY's)@) = (s@)(sg,#f$,).
Define w : T+ Zby tw = tyH(t.9r#yL).
Then for r, t E T, by (15), since r9?T#tyL E E(Z), (rW = (rWH(tWH)(r~T#WL))(f~T#WL) [6] there are many varieties of groups with non-trivial injectives.
